
An Airline Concept for Airlines
Integrated Component Care



Maximum Component Availability

Our Integrated Component Care services cover the 
full scope of Line Replaceable Units (LRU) for the 
Airbus A380 and Embraer E-Jet Family aircraft. 
Regardless of which replacement part you need, 
when or where, we guarantee the best and most 
efficient around-the-clock support for your fleet 
and all of its components.

Our philosophy is making the most of your aircraft component provisioning. To us this means more than just 
repair and logistics. It is a collaborative approach – creating solutions that revolve around your specific needs 
and expectations. With our Integrated Component Care service you are supported by a proven industry leader.
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We are proud of our competitive advantage in the A380 and E-Jet markets today. With our innovative approach, 
we have proven that we can maximize value for our customers through lower costs and increased reliability.”   
                            Sven-Uve Hueschler, CEO at Spairliners

“

Since the first A380 flight we have offered a unique way of supplying components. Thanks to our extensive experience 
and network of aviation specialists, we see the whole picture. We schedule streamlined modules for all your needs, 
allowing your aircraft to operate efficiently while you maintain the highest level of safety and service standards.
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Experts in Aircraft Component Care



+$250M 
Assets managed

+14
Languages spoken

+20 
Countries served

We handle your component requests with the utmost care and provide you with an integrated concept for intelligent 
tailored provisioning, ensuring professional customer support and reduced turn-around-times (TAT).
 
Spairliners benefits from the wealth of knowledge passed on by our parent companies, allowing us to provide an 
airline concept for major in-house services from a single source.

In-house repair capabilities 

We offer a comprehensive 
one-stop shop repair solution for 
a broad range of components. 
The cooperation with two world 
leading MRO organizations 
enables us to provide major 
in-house repair services.

Smart engineering services 

Our extensive engineering 
services comprise of major 
component modules such as 
modification recommendation 
management, pool reliability 
reporting, performance reviews, 
and retrofit program planning.

Smart inventory management

We work with smart forecast 
technology tools for LRU pooling 
which guaranties the maximum 
availability of components. 
This enables us to optimize 
turn-around-times (TAT) and 
investments, as well as display 
situations in real time and 
home base stock monitoring.

In 2005 our company was founded by two 
world-renowned Maintenance Repair and 
Overhaul (MRO) organizations: 
Air France Industries KLM Engineering & 
Maintenance and Lufthansa Technik.

Headquartered in Hamburg, Germany, 
Spairliners has a network of 3,500 specialists 
thanks to our parent companies’ facilities all 
over the world. 
Using a holistic approach, with two strong 
airline MROs behind us, we contribute to the 
performance and reliability of your aircraft, 
adding value to your business both now and 
in the future.

Experiences 
of an Airline Company

Major In-house Capabilities and More



We offer large in-house capabilities through two leading 
Airline MROs, so we can test, repair, and replace 
components in state-of-the-art facilities, in all ATA chapters.

We provide you with a serviceable exchange component 
from our own pool to minimize your on-site stock needs and 
make sure your operations are secure.

Through our dedicated 24/7 AOG desk we service and 
guarantee component availability, worldwide.

By leasing your on-site stock with best practice solutions 
we reduce your capital expenditures.

We offer you the reliability management you are looking 
for: efficient, experienced, and dependable. We take into 
account the specific maintenance intervals and best practice 
expertise from operations, to achieve optimal results for 
your requested components.

You benefit from our all-round technical skills, backed by 
the extensive experience of two MRO market leaders. Our 
engineering team works with the engineering departments 
of our customers, to guarantee safe, reliable, high quality 
standards.

With our dedicated on-site customer representatives, your 
staff gets the best local support, so you can keep your 
aircraft flying on time.

We distribute swiftly through our central logistics center 
in Paris, as well as several centrally located warehouses 
worldwide. We always use the best delivery services to 
organize door-to-door transport of components.

We offer to cover component removals during aircraft base 
and heavy maintenance, allowing you to have better control 
over your TAT.

Repair services by incorporated MROs

1:1 forward exchange

24/7 AOG services

On-site stock solutions

Reliability management

Engineering services

On-site customer support

Logistics services

Base and heavy maintenance support

// Unlimited pool access to the full scope of Line Replaceable Units (LRU)
// Smooth operations with fewer owned assets 
// Economies of scale for optimized cost-efficiency
// A partner in a leading network of worldwide specialists  
// Reduced administrative efforts
// Continuous improvement of repair costs & TAT‘s 

Benefits

A380 and E-Jet Integrated Services



Spairliners is a global organization with the ability to provide 
local support anywhere in the world.

Whether you are a well-established, large carrier serving 
destinations across the globe, a low cost carrier or a regional 
start-up; we are the single source for all your aircraft component 
requirements and we operate worldwide.  
 
By integrating access to a state-of-the-art component pool, 
lean repair capabilities (including component engineering) and 
optimized on-site stock solutions, we offer services that will 
reduce your costs and mitigate your commercial risk. 

Airlines benefit from our leading world network
Global to Local Presence



Spairliners is ISO 9001 certified, an internationally recognized quality 
management system standard published by the International Organization 
for Standardization (ISO). It is based on quality management principles 
and provides a framework for managing an organization’s quality process.

Our ISO 9001 certification reflects our commitment to quality and 
ultimately, our commitment to our customers. High quality processes, 
customer focus, and state-of-the-art standards are not only a concept in 
our company, but a reality. 
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